
conscious action
WE A.I.M TO CHANGE THE WORLD 
THAT SURROUNDS US

AVOID the usage 
of non sustainable 
and non recycled 
materials.

IMPROVE the 
environment 
where we are 
integrated.

MITIGATE the CO2 
footprint of our 
collection.

CHANGING THE WORLD,  
GIFT BY GIFT

Our collection emerged from the 
awareness that the use of natural 
resources cannot continue to be more 
than the Planet can generate and that 
interpersonal relationships are the 
greatest wealth existent to humanity.  
It is our purpose to change consumption 
habits, contributing to sustainable 
development and the quality of life of all 
the guests on Planet Earth. It is our belief 
that each of us can make a difference. 
Therefore, each product is chosen with 
the utmost care considering the high 
recyclability of the materials used 
(minimum 60% in the first year of the 
company). Our mission, in the upcoming 
years, is to increase this rate by ensuring 
the high quality of the products and 
a long lifespan, thereby increasing 
durability. 

By purchasing our products, the 
customer will be contributing to the 
protection of the Planet´s resources, as 
well as promoting better working and 
living conditions for the individuals 
and communities involved in the value 
supply chain.

The packaging design is also one of 
our concerns and, as such, we are 
committed to creating innovative 
solutions that aim to reduce and reuse 
these same packages, giving them a 
second life.

CHANGING THE WORLD,  
TREE BY TREE

We consider that our contribution 
should go beyond our products and 
taking into account the importance 
of forests for sustainable balance, we 
decided to acquire a 10 ha of forest in 
the central region of the country, aiming 
to promote forestry and ecosystem 
management.

Additionally, and aligned with the 
philosophy of Voluntary Carbon Markets, 
we support national projects that aim to 
minimize our ecological footprint.



Knowledge and 
monitoring of the 
carbon footprint 
associated with the 
different products 
we have available in 
our catalogue;

Increase the 
incorporation of 
recycled material in 
the composition of 
our products.

CO2  
Footprint 
Calculation

What you can’t measure, you can’t 
improve.

Initially, we will follow a cradle-to-gate 
product carbon footprint calculation 
approach, meaning, all emissions from the 
extraction of materials will be considered.

During the first year of activity, the focus 
of measuring our impact will be on the 
following axes:
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Paris Backpack
ABK013
Discover our recycled leather 20L backpack. Offering a 
large compartment, padded laptop area, front pocket, 
reinforced handles and concealed shoulder straps. 
Can be used as a backpack or carried as a weekend 
bag, opening the middle pocket and expanding the 
capacity.

 31 x 40 x 22 cm 
 TRS - 150 x 140 mm (max.)

Abrantes Backpack
ABK012
This 20L backpack is perfect for eco-friendly travellers. 
Made of rPET with a PU coating it has a hidden 
TSA-approved lock. All panels have an anti-cut 
layer to protect the belongings. Inside a dedicated 
compartment for a laptop and a pocket with RFID 
protection.

 29 x 45 x 12,5 cm 
 TRS - 150 x 140 mm (max.)

20L

20L
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Cape Town Backpack
ABK010
Our 27L backpack is made from 230gsm recycled 
cotton with wax coating. Includes 2 main 
compartments, 1 hidden front pocket and a small 
zippered pocket behind the top handle. Inside, you 
will find a padded laptop section. Complete with an 
individual recycled cotton bag.

 31 x 44 x 20 cm 
 LSR - 70 x 35 mm (max.)

Lisbon Backpack
ABK027
This 20L backpack is made of recycled PU, making it 
spacious and sustainable. It has a top compartment, 
a front compartment and a padded laptop sleeve in 
the back: all accessible seperately. Two side pockets 
and padded straps, all adding comfort.

 30 x 48 x 15 cm 
 TRS - 200 x 200 mm (max.)

27L 20L
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Copenhagen Backpack
ABK011
This 20L backpack is made of 240gsm recycled cotton 
canvas with a PU coating, making it water-resistant. 
It has a large capacity, with a “G” buckle making 
the closing unique. A detachable front patch so 
customize. Complete with a smaller front zippered 
pocket.

 29 x 45 x 14 cm 
 LSR - 70 x 30 mm (max.)

Bucharest Backpack
ABK024
This 18L backpack is crafted from recycled polyester 
600D, ensuring durability and sustainability. Features 
a spacious main compartment, a dedicated laptop 
area and back padding. Also has a trolley strap to use 
while travelling.

 29 x 45 x 15 cm 
 TRS - 150 x 140 mm (max.)

20L

18L
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Galindo Backpack
ABK001
Engineered with rPET, our backpack blends 
sustainability and innovation. It boasts a trolley strap 
for convenience, a hidden pocket for security and an 
ample 22L capacity with multi storage compartments 
for organization. Supplied with an individual recycled 
cotton bag.

 31 x 46 x 16 cm 
 TRS - 100 x 95 mm (max.)

Coloma Backpack
ABK002
Meticulously designed, our 28L backpack features 
rPET. It boasts a high-quality roll top buckle closure. 
On the padded back you will find a trolley strap and 
a hidden pocket. Reinforced handle and straps. All 
packed in an individual recycled cotton bag.

 30 x 48 x 19,5 cm 
 TRS - 100 x 95 mm (max.)

28L
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Paso Backpack
ABK003
Crafted from rPET, our backpack is an example of an 
eco-friendly design. With side access hidden pockets, 
front and bottom loops for additional storage and 
a 20L capacity. Complete with a trolley strap on the 
back. Individualy supplied in a recycled cotton bag.

 29 x 46 x 16 cm 
 TRS - 50 x 50 mm (max.)

Rivin Backpack
ABK004
Embrace functionality with our backpack, available in 
two colours, and crafted from rPET. With a reflective 
bottom pocket, a hidden laptop sleeve, convenient 
pockets, an 18L capacity and a convenient trolley strap 
on the back. Packed in an individual recycled cotton 
bag.

 27,5 x 45 x 15 cm 
 TRS - 100 x 95 mm (max.)

20L

18L
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Wellington Backpack
ABK016
This backpack is made of recycled materials, with 
21L, making it sustainable and durable. It is also 
waterproof and has a hidden pocket so you can 
keep your laptop safe. A unique closing system with 
magnets. All presented in a indivdual recyceld cotton 
bag.

 30 x 47 x 15 cm 
 SCR - 140 x 80 mm (max.)

Budapest Backpack
ABK028
Discover comfort in our rPET 16L backpack. Concealed front 
pocket, back padding, trolley strap, reinforced handle and 
shoulder straps. Internal padded 15.6’’ laptop compartment 
and discreet lateral pockets for bottle carriage. Presented in 
a individual recylced cotton bag.

 30 x 41,5 x 12,5 cm 
 TRS - 140 x 95 mm (max.)

21L 16L
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Berlin Backpack
ABK006
This waterproof-coated 23L backpack is a sustainable 
commitment: made from recycled cotton canvas with PU 
coating (340gsm) and recycled PU details. With a padded 
compartment for a laptop and 2 internal pockets. Comes in 
an individual recycled cotton bag.

 29 x 45 x 14 cm 
 TRS - 200 x 200 mm (max.)

Vienna Backpack
ABK007
Experience elevated functionality with our 
waterproof-coated 23L backpack. Crafted from 
recycled cotton canvas (340gsm), enriched by recycled 
PU details. Supplied with an individual recycled cotton 
bag, reflecting our commitment to sustainability.

 29 x 43 x 14 cm 
 TRS - 100 x 100 mm (max.)

23L

23L
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New York Backpack
ABK009
Elevate your style with our waterproof 2-tone recycled 
nylon 20L backpack. Features include a lateral 
dedicated padded compartment for a 15.6’’ laptop, 
waterproof zippers and a front pocket. Comes in 
an individual recycled cotton bag. Available in dark 
colours.

 30 x 44 x 12,5 cm 
 TRS - 140 x 40 mm (max.)

Madrid Backpack
ABK008
Discover functional style with our recycled nylon 
22L backpack. Features a reinforced top handle 
and waterproof zippers. Elastic lateral pocketsare 
designed for bottle carrying and a lateral zippered 
pocket. Complete with an individual recycled cotton 
bag.

 30 x 45 x 13,5 cm 
 TRS - 140 x 40 mm (max.)

20L
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Edinburgh Backpack
ABK018
Our 22L backpack is crafted from recycled PU, 
effortlessly combining practicality and elegance. The 
reinforced top handle adds convenience and it has 
buckles for top closure. Inside, a dedicated padded 
laptop pocket awaits.

 35 x 38 x 14 cm 
 TRS - 90 x 90 mm (max.)

Amsterdam Backpack
ABK029
Improve your style sustainably with our recycled PU 16L 
backpack. A diagonal thermo-injected frontal zipper. Single 
compartment with 15.6’’ laptop pocket. Back padding, 
trolley strap and reinforced handle to offer convenience.

 28 x 42 x 8 cm 
 TRS - 100 x 95 mm (max.)

22L

16L
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Milan Backpack
ABK015
Designed for comfort, our 24L backpack combines 
recycled PU and functionality, packed in an individual 
recycled cotton bag. A main pocket with a padded 
compartment for a laptop up to 15.6” and back 
padding with a trolley strap, it is the perfect everyday 
accessory.

 30 x 38 x 10 cm 
 TRS - 95 x 50 mm (max.)

Prague Backpack
ABK030
With a sleek and functional design, our 25L backpack 
carefully merges recycled cotton canvas with recycled 
PU details. Fits a 17’’ laptop, secured by a metal lock. 
Back padding and padded straps, top sealed with 
clic-clac button.

 30 x 44 x 11 cm 
 TRS - 100 x 95 mm (max.)

24L

25L
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Vilnius Backpack
ABK021
Efficiency meets sustainability in our 300 D rPET 18L 
backpack. Its lateral pocket and a zippered front 
compartment add functionality. With a reinforced top 
handle, it’s designed for easy urban mobility, keeping 
its durability.

 31 x 46 x 11 cm 
 TRS - 200 x 200 mm (max.)

Oslo Backpack
ABK023
Our 20L backpack is a carefully crafted design from 
600D recycled polyester. Features include 2 spacious 
pockets, waterproof zippers, a trolley strap and a padded 
compartment for a 15.6’’ laptop. Supplied with an individual 
recycled cotton bag.

 28 x 45 x 15 cm 
 LSR - 40 x 20 mm (max.)

18L

20L
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Warsaw Backpack
ABK026
Experience urban functionality with our recycled 20L 
backpack. Crafted from 600D rPET, it boasts a front 
pocket and convenient roll-top closure with a buckle. 
With a back padded panel, it offers comfort and 
efficient storage for your essentials.

 30 x 48 x 15 cm 
 TRS - 200 x 200 mm (max.)

Stockholm Backpack
ABK022
Crafted from recycled cotton canvas (450gsm), this 
backpack exemplifies sustainability with its 18L capacity. It 
features two handles  positioned for enhanced convenience 
and shoulder straps in rPET. Also a front pocket. Packed in a 
recycled PE polybag.

 26 x 34 x 12 cm 
 TRS - 100 x 95 mm (max.)

20L 18L
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Buenos Aires Backpack
ABK017
Made with rPET, this 25L backpack was designed based 
on functionality. With back padding, a reinforced top 
handle and two black reflective frontal strips for safety. On 
the bottom, a separate pocket ideal for shoes. A design 
towards functionality.

 48 x 30 x 21 cm 
 TRS - 95 x 50 mm (max.)

Sydney Backpack
ABK014
Our rPET 18L backpack embodies sustainability. One big 
main pocket and antoher one dedicated to the laptop with 
an intergrated neoprene sleeve, both with thermoinjected 
zippers. On the outside, two reflective black bands enhance 
visibility. Both zippers are thermoinjected.

 30 x 47 x 15 cm 
 TRS - 150 x 140 mm (max.)

25L

18L
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ABK001 18 31 x 46 x 16 cm 22 15"6

ABK002 19 30 x 48 x 19,5 cm 28 15"6

ABK003 20 29 x 46 x 16 cm 20 15"6

ABK004 21 27,5 x 45 x 15 cm 18 15"6

ABK006 24 29 x 45 x 14 cm 23 17"

ABK007 25 29 x 43 x 14 cm 23 17"

ABK008 27 30 x 45 x 13,5 cm 22 15"6

ABK009 26 30 x 44 x 12,5 cm 20 15"6

ABK010 14 31 x 44 x 20 cm 32 17"

ABK011 16 29 x 45 x 14 cm 20 15"6

ABK012 13 29 x 45 x 12,5 cm 20 15"6

ABK013 12 31 x 40 x 22 cm 20 15"6

ABK014 37 30 x 47 x 15 cm 18 15"6

ABK015 30
 

30 x 38 x 10 cm 24 17"

ABK016 22 30 x 47 x 15 cm 21 17"

ABK017 36 48 x 30 x 21 cm 25 -

ABK018 28
 

35 x 38 x 14 cm 22 15"6

ABK021 32 31 x 46 x 11 cm 18 15"6

ABK022 35 26 X 34 X 12 cm 18 -

ABK023 33 28 x 45 x 15 cm 20 17"

ABK024 17 29 x 45 x 15 cm 17 14"

ABK025 38 30 x 48 x 15 cm 23 15"6

ABK026 34 30 x 48 x 15 cm 20 -

ABK027 15 30 x 48 x 15 cm 20 15"6

ABK028 23 30 x 41,5 x 12,5 cm 16 15"6

ABK029 29 28 x 42 x 8 cm 16 15"6  

ABK030 31 30 x 44 x 11 cm 25 17"

38 bags 39bags

Tallin Backpack
ABK025
Navigate your day with ease using our ripstop-
finished 600D rPET 23L backpack. It includes a 
dedicated back compartment for a 15.6’’ laptop and a 
spacious central compartment. The sturdy top handle 
offers convenient carrying options.

 30 x 48 x 15 cm 
 TRS - 200 x 200 mm (max.)

Product Page

Main Materials

Capacity (L)

Max Laptop Size

Water Resistance

RFID Pocket

Hidden Pocket / Zipper

Trolley Strap

Reinforced Back Padding

Available Colours

Reference

23L
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Venice Toiletry Bag
ATB001
Our toiletry bag is an efficiently organized and eco-
friendly design made from recycled 1680D polyester, 
with PU coating. It also offers a 3L capacity with two 
spacious zipper compartments and a hook to hang it. 
Ideal to be organized while travelling.

 25 x 20 x 9 cm 
 TRS - 150 x 140 mm (max.)

Riga Toiletry Bag
ATB003
Travel sustainably with our recycled polyester toiletry 
bag. With a twist of 600D rPET presented in 2 different 
fabrics. Its water-resistant fabric safeguards your 
essentials, while the double-sided zipper ensures easy 
access though the U-shaped pocket. The hanging 
loop adds convenience.

 25 x 15 x 15 cm 
 TRS - 140 x 80 mm (max.)
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Macao Toiletry Bag
ATB004
Effortlessly organize your essentials with our recycled 
leather toiletry bag. An expanding zipper reveals 
two large compartments. Its water-resistant surface 
adds durability. Comes packed in an individual 
biodegradable polybag.

 23,5 x 12 x 12 cm 
 TRS - 100 x 70 mm (max.)

Shanghai Toiletry Bag
ATB002
Improve your experience with our sophisticated 
recycled leather toiletry bag. This eco-conscious 
choice features a main spacious compartment, 
secured with elegant zippers. Comes with an added 
touch: an individual biodegradable polybag.

 24,5 x 17 x 11,5 cm 
 TRS - 100 x 95 mm (max.)
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Dehli Toiletry Bag
ATB006
Discover the understated elegance of our 260gsm 
Juco toiletry bag. Its simple design in a natural 
colour exudes sophistication. With a single spacious 
compartment and dimensions of 21 x 13,5 x 5 cm, 
it’s convenient for everyday use or as a stylish travel 
companion.

 21 x 13,5 x 5 cm 
 TRS - 140 x 90 mm (max.)

Cairo S Toiletry Bag
ATB008
Introducing our eco-friendly toiletry bag crafted 
from recycled cotton. Its main compartment offers 
generous storage, secured by a convenient zipper 
closure. A stylish and sustainable solution for your 
travel essentials, ensuring organization and a lighter 
environmental footprint.

 20 x 12 x 4,5 cm 
 TRS - 95 x 60 mm (max.)

Cairo L Toiletry Bag
ATB010
Organize your essentials sustainably with our recycled 
cotton toiletry bag. Featuring a spacious main 
compartment for efficient storage and a secure zipper 
closure, it seamlessly combines eco-friendliness with 
practicality, ensuring your journey is both organized 
and environmentally conscious.

 30 x 16 x 8 cm 
 TRS - 180 x 90 mm (max.)

Cairo M Toiletry Bag
ATB009
Embrace eco-conscious travel with our recycled 
cotton toiletry bag. The main compartment ensures 
ample storage for your essentials, while a reliable 
zipper closure keeps everything secure. Stylish 
sustainability for your on-the-go grooming needs.

 25 x 14 x 6 cm 
 TRS - 120 x 80 mm (max.)

Rio Toiletry Bag
ATB005
Crafted from eco-friendly 260 gsm Juco, this toiletry bag 
boasts a single natural colour, exuding simplicity. With a 
single spacious division and generous dimensions of 25 x 
13 x 10cm, it’s a stylish and practical travel companion and 
everyday use.

 25 x 13 x 10 cm 
 TRS - 140 x 90 mm (max.)
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Istanbul Gym Bag
AGB005
Improve your gym experience with our rPET gym 
bag. Its water resistant coating keeps your gear safe, 
reinforced with waterproof zippers. Also ideal to 
travel, using the trolley strap. Packed in an individual 
recycled cotton bag.

 48 x 35 x 13 cm 
 TRS - 200 x 100 mm (max.)

Seoul Gym Bag
AGB004
Experience practical luxury with our 30L gym bag, 
a blend of recycled cotton (75%) and rPET (25%), 
carabiners for the shoulder strap and an internal rPET 
layer. All packed in a recycled PE polybag.

 23 x 24 x 46,5 cm 
 TRS - 100 x 95 mm (max.)

30L
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São Paulo XL Gym Bag
AGB003
Perfect for your active lifestyle our 2in1 rPET gym 
bag features 75L capacity. Use it as a gym bag or as 
a backpack since it has adjustable padded straps. 
Reflective black straps for safety. Stay organized with 
a front and interior pockets.

 66 x 30 x 40 cm 
 TRS - 200 x 200 mm (max.)

São Paulo L Gym Bag
AGB002
Unleash your active lifestyle with our 600D rPET 
waterproof gym bag. Carrying a spacious 50L, it offers 
adjustable padded straps, reflective black details and 
lateral pockets. All packed in a recycled PE polybag.

 27 x 31 x 60 cm 
 TRS - 200 x 150 mm (max.)

São Paulo M Gym Bag
AGB001
Unleash your energy with our 600D rPET gym bag, 
with a 25L capacity. Its adjustable padded strap, 
waterproof fabric, built-in bottle pocket and reflective 
black straps make it perfect for any workout. Packed 
in a recycled PE polybag.

 21,5 x 24,5 x 48 cm 
 TRS - 200 x 100 mm (max.)

75L

50L

25L
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San Francisco Cooler
ACL009
Improve your outdoor experiences with our 
environmentally-friendly cooler. Crafted from recycled 
plastics, double walled, 35L capacity and a generous 
frontal customizable plate (20 x 10cm). The insulated 
body ensures your refreshments stay cool for up to 4 
days.

 59,5 x 42 x 40,5 cm 
 LSR - 180 x 90 mm (max.)

35L
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Dublin Cooler
ACL010
Elevate your experience with our versatile 28L cooler 
backpack. Crafted from rPET, with a big front pocket and 
two side pockets. A big compartment that guarantees 
generous storage. Keep your refreshments cool and enjoy 
easy cleaning.

 33 x 47 x 22 cm 
 TRS - 200 x 200 mm (max.)

Bangkok Cooler
ACL011
12L recycled plastic cooler: Durable, eco-friendly, 
with a handy transport strap. Supplied with a plate 
(14 x 7cm) so you can customise with a logo. Ideal 
for keeping your refreshments cool on the go, while 
camping or for a day at the beach.

 36,5 x 25,2 x 23,2 cm 
 LSR - 120 x 60 mm (max.)

12L

28L
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Munich M Cooler
ACL003
Experience the ultimate convenience with our 600D rPET 
7,5L cooler. Made from recycled materials, it’s an eco-
friendly choice, while a roomy compartment meets your 
needs, aided by two handles. Keep things cool while 
minimizing your environmental impact.

 26 x 15,5 x 21 cm 
 TRS - 140 x 70 mm (max.)

Munich L Cooler
ACL004
Achieve ultimate convenience with our 600D rPET 
10L cooler, crafted from recycled materials. The wide 
opening, double way thermo injection zippers and 
insulation body ensure temperature retention. Plus, 
the addition of the shoulder strap improves your 
comfort.

 26 x 21,5 x 21 cm 
 TRS - 150 x 120 mm (max.)

7,5L

10L
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Reykjavik Cooler
ACL002
Keep your refreshments cool with our rPET cooler, with 
sleek black finishes. Designed for an eco-conscious 
experience, its fabric is derived from recycled materials. The 
roll-top closure ensures easy access, while the top handle 
adds portability.

 22 x 25 x 16,5 cm 
 TRS - 140 x 70 mm (max.)

Athens Cooler
ACL008
Improve your experience with our eco-friendly 
15L cooler. Crafted from 600D rPET, it has a frontal 
pocket. It also features horizontal coloured strips and 
recycled cotton handles. Elevate your stylish leisure 
sustainably.

 50 x 35 x 14,5 cm 
 TRS - 200 x 100 mm (max.)

15L
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Florence L Cooler
ACL007
Unveil convenience with our 10L cooler: crafted from 600D 
rPET, it features two compartments, a frontal pocket and 
advanced thermo injection zippers for optimal cooling. 
Elevate your outdoor experiences with style and eco-
consciousness.

 29,5 x 24 x 17 cm 
 TRS - 95 x 60 mm (max.)

Florence M Cooler
ACL006
Elevate your outdoor experience with our eco-friendly 5L 
cooler. Made of 600D rPET, it offers 2 handles. The cutting-
edge thermo injection zippers ensure your contents stay 
cool, making it the perfect companion.

 25 x 16,5 x 15 cm 
 TRS - 100 x 80 mm (max.)

10L

5L




